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I reached the school around 9:00 AM. The school is about an hour from Chennai and the roads are decent to Indian 
standards. I had discussed with Muthuram  from Siragu on what would be the best way to do the site visit with least 
disturbance to the class and suggested that I would prefer to do it on my own(without being guided/followed) by a 
school staffer, just for my purpose of doing it without bias and not disturbing the lean school staff. Muthuram was 
very receptive and open to ideas. When operators are open and willing to allow us on our own, that itself is a good 
starting point of confidence on their operations.  One of my approaches has been to not police our projects, rather be 
a partner to engage them and educate them on their strengths and Areas of improvement and sharing best practices 
from other projects. I had been talking about it to Muthuram before my visit to ensure that he understands that my 
purpose of the visit is not to write a “report on their performance” rather to learn from them and share what we have 
learnt from others.  

When we went the morning prayers was going on and I was listening to them. As he saw me, he asked me to say a 
few words, which I did. Spoke in Tamil and in a relaxed, friendly with little of humour to serve more as an ice 
breaker so that they will talk to me freely.They then left for their classes. I spent some time with Muthuram in the 
office getting some number, key issues and opportunities . 
 

We started the tour with the new classes (see photos) . The buildings are built to code and do not violate any bylaws 
or safety standards(as per muthuram) .The rooms, about 400 sq ft each, are spacious and have granite flooring(I was 
told it was donated) . The area around the new buildings (which are not occupied yet) is used for drying clothes of 
the resident students.  We then checked the labs. The multi media room was operational and the teacher knew how 
to use Edu Class system. Each class goes through the Edu class 5 times a week(like 5 periods). When asked to show 
a few chapters, she was comfortable with the system. It also serves as science lab. 
 
We then started to visit the classes.  A school worker helped me walk around the school. I spent about 5-10 minutes 
in each class. They are using four corners learning method, though don’t know how effectively it can be 
implemented. There are about 380-400 students, with a student: teacher ratio of 20:1 and boy: girl of 1:1. About 120 
are full time resident students and another 50 stay during the week and go home for the weekend.  The students were 
like in any school, with some bright and others needing additional help. Children were decently good in their 
English, Tamil, Hindi skills. Tried their speaking and reading skills on three languages(that I speak fluently) and on 
other subjects, including maths, science, history, social science. 

The computer centre and Library are well kept (see AOI for improvement suggestions) but can do with some help. 
The school attendance register was kept up to date. There is a reverse osmosis plant for drinking water in the school 
and a bio gas plant on a small scale. The kitchen was clean, so were the bathing/washroom area.  There were no 
signs of health concerns.  

The children are added to a class based on their skill level when they come, not on their age. Older students can be 
seen in KG class, but I was told that as they improve they are sent to the next class without having to wait for term 
years.  The teachers were knowledgeable and many were getting trained while in the job. They were interactive and 
seemed to be well connected with the students. There were no signs of corporal punishment. The children looked 
healthy, other than injury/abuse they have had before they  came to the school. The school does have doctor visits.  

The food plan seemed convincing and what the management had to say was in line with what the students and 
kitchen staff said. Muthuram and I had lunch together in the office while discussing the numbers and financial 
reports. (Will send a detailed report on it later, as my book with the notes is in India). The children during lunch time 
were playing with a battery, small motor showing their ingenious  skills and we spent some time talking about what 
else they do. The school can do with a workshop that will further help develop their skills. 
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Key Findings and recommendations for areas of improvement: 

- The school is well maintained for an organization of it size and on par to govt schools on many fronts and 
above govt level in quality of education, maintenance, staff and many other fronts. It can do better with 
more lab materials and learning aid for teachers. Suggested funding for it. A SUPW class of sort will be 
good if they have funding to establish it. Small mechanical devices. If Siragu is applying for ICSE wonder 
if that is part of it.  Also wonder if K.V. Avadi can help? Can have one teacher from another school/centre 
come for one day a week, for all classes 
 

- The old classrooms, one section is on hollow blocks have deep cracks in them and beyond their safety 
lifetime. I believe it was till 2010. It is a matter of concern especially it is the lower class grades there and 
should be recommend not using during rain or heavy wind. It is a safety issue that should be taken seriously 
and maybe it checked to review how bad the damage it. Visual evaluation might not be good.  The new 
classrooms should be completed soon, the target was January 2012, but Asha should follow up on it for Q1 
2012 and it is a matter of safety issue during that time, something to keep in mind. Safety review of 
structures should be a part of all project reviews, considering the children’s well being is our priority. 
 

- Students who fall sick sleep in the back of one class (classrooms become hostel residence in the night for 
students) . A small room to accommodate 4-5 students when they are sick will be beneficial. There is space 
in the school for it, needs to plan when new classrooms are functional and if additional funding is required 
should be considered.  I didn’t ask if the school had a first aid kit and if atleast one teacher is CPR trained 
considering there many resident students. (asha can follow up and make that suggestion). Asha should 
consider it as part of annual funding, it doesn’t cost much to add it. 
 

- The Library was well stocked, but can do well with newer books.  Funding for 100-120 books should be 
considered. Books including story books should be considered in English and Tamil. Subscriptions to some 
local Indian comics should be considered. Not sure if they subscribe to a local daily(English/Tamil) but 
should be considered, again to encourage reading and improve their reading skills and general knowledge. 
Comics and newspaper s are great way to do it.(Pratham/Tulika has great resources among many others) 
 

- Computer centre seemed Ok, but needs more computers. Asha Chennai might have some advice based on 
project sangamam model, where one computer and multiple monitors are used. Also e-learning aid material 
can help. Smarter/interested resident students should be allowed to use comp centre after hours. Computer 
centre should be expanded, students should also be allowed to play games to encourage e-learning.  10-20 
units will be good for a school of this size. A school of this caliber should do well with e-learning and if 
students are slow  to pick up start with games, kids them get hooked on. 
 

- There was garbage behind the school, more like stuff thrown out of the windows. Plastic and paper(see 
photo). Suggested to Muthuram to consider a NSS unit of sort to get older students to clean up as part of 
learning system and build social conscience starting young as early as grade 4or 5. Same with wild plants in 
some parts of the school. Muthuram said they used to have plants, but problem with soil. Again, would be 
good to get students grad 5-6 and above cleaning up, like NSS .  Students do have to keep the class clean as 
they sleep there. They have done things in the past, I guess it has slipped down the priority line due to lack 
of resources. Children in India generally can do better with social conscience and Siragu School has 
children who though come from abused/challenged background , they are smart and eager learners in good 
part.  Having a social program will go well to further develop the student’s learning curve, but help the 
school too.  
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- The school had live animals as pets in the past, few birds now. A good idea and if funding is an issue, 

should be considered to support them with some pets for the school. Snakes are an issue from time to time, 
something not uncommon in India. Wonder if certain pets(cats, dogs will deter snakes) they said Geese and 
have it too.  Learning from them can also help other projects of asha too. 
 

- The playground was fairly good condition, with no sign of serious issues like rust, sharp broken edges. Can 
do better with more sports equipment for both boys and girls. Asha should consider it. 
 

- The students are keeners and well behaved.  Leadership training is something that lacks in schools in 
general in Indian education system. Siragu has that chance due to their model. Class student leaders (boy 
and girl) should be made on a weekly basis, so that it rotates and they take responsibility for various aspect 
of the class and outside (make it interesting if you want by calling them prince and princess or 
whatever).This will give everyone a chance to take onus and train them on leadership skills. Students 
already take leadership in using the class as residential rooms at night.  
 

- The school is well run and maintained despite their challenges, but if there is one thing I would strongly 
recommend and try and enforce the seriousness of the message to them is keeping up with financial 
statements. It is an eternal issue with many good projects in India, but financial accountability is 
important(that they understand) and Asha should continue to educate our projects on importance of keeping 
up with annual financial statements(audited for bigger projects)  I shared my views with Muthuram on it.  
He said they are struggling to get an accountant and that’s understandable issue that troubles many 
organizations. They are good at running the school, but struggling for time for fundraising, again a constant 
problem I see in India with good projects. Local sustainability is important for all our projects and hence 
Muthuram should consider putting more time and resource on local fundraising of money/materials  
 

-  The school has regular visitation from doctors. A good practice for Asha that I would suggest to your 
chapter is asking for doctors to check for signs of physical and sexual abuse if any, for all projects where 
there are residential students. To be clear, there was zero signs of any and the children were 
healthier(physically and mentally ) than what I have seen with many other similar projects. I suggest it as a 
general good management practice for all schools with residential centers, esp. if they are doing annual 
medical checkups to be done by a doctor. They are getting help from the military hospital in Avadi. 
 
Conclusion: 
 
This is a well-managed school that is a role model to such aspiring centres and can become a centre of 
excellence with additional funding. Their shortfalls are due to lack of funding that leads to lack of 
resources. It’s not often that we come across such good schools. It is important for Asha to continue 
funding and work with Siragu on the recommendations above(where appropriate) and if there are two 
things I will point out to help them make that leap to be a superb school, it will be their need to focus on 
more on admin paperwork to have financials up to date and starting to focus a little more in marketing(for 
which up to date financial will be good) towards fundraising. It’s a not a Siragu issue, its Indian issue, but if 
we want Siragu to stand out of the crowd(like they do in their school work) they need to step up to the 
plate, realign priorities a bit towards these key areas.  
 

- Asha should continue funding this project and consider increasing funding to help them with getting full 
ICSE accreditation. This school can be a role model for others in India and has the potential to produce a 
few engineers, doctors and other professionals with support of Asha. Recommend to consider pooling it 
with other chapters too (if needed) to boost funding to reach that critical level.  
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-Siragu will benefit from a visit from Asha Chennai (Bhaskar/Rajaraman) so that they can advice on local 
resources esp. for computer centre, learning materials and any partnership they may have. 
 

- Siragu can also learn on Montessori schooling from PAT,Trichy an Asha  Canada/Stanford funded project 
that has done well with slum children for balwadis. They have developed in house teaching aids and a 
model that is good.  
 

- Siragu has contacts with The Banyan, a centre for mentally challenged street women. Banyan is a good 
model of a successful organization that get more than 50% of their funds unsolicited and well-structured in 
management and fundraising esp. material support like food, clothing etc. Siragu can benefit from learning 
from them. Material support like food, clothing will significantly reduce  Siragu operational cost by almost 
45%   
 

- Muthuram and Uma (husband and wife) are both volunteers. Uma receives asha scholarship. All other 
otpions within Asha should be considered. Asha should guide them on other grants and if required provide 
support on it where possible. In essence lets look outside the box for funding options if they have to grow 
and a lot of that will come with Siragu re-allocating resources towards a bigger focus on fundraising 
locally, a tough and a painful option, but the pay offs will be better in the long run.  

 

 

Basic Budget breakdown cost of Siragu 
        Total cost per month  = Rs.4.0 lakhs 
        INR 1.5 lakhs - Food for the Siragu home residents (175 children) 
        INR 2.0 lakhs - Salaries to Staff 
       INR 0.1 Medical expenses 
      INR 0.4 Fuel Cost for Buses, Vehicle Maintenance, Miscellaneous expenses 

Photos link: 

Written permission was obtained from Siragu before photos were taken and to be used only for non-commercial 
purpose.  Hence please feel free to download photos for asha purpose.  

https://plus.google.com/photos/111233604944408892461/albums/5710998596632020625 

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10150495597151768.393227.517716767&type=3 
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